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Sergio F. Beftrdo
Director del U. A CIC
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-INTRODUCTION

-1.1. When the problems related to.the.development and transfer

of computing sciences and technology in developing countries

should be examined, it is convenient to.sei-up.an appropiate -

frame of reference within which both,._the pertinent characte--
. .

ristie of development and the general existing conditions in-

these countries, can be defined nd evaluated.

In this way, it is possible to establish the most de

sirable t'rends and the best:reComendations can be suggested.

L. The author considers that t%e most important features of-

an azequate frame of reference are following:

4.1.t. a) Development requires chances and transfCrrrations,

not simply expansion of the existing production, services and-

-educational facilities.

b2 Chancet and transformations-include not only those -
- . .

in capital and consumer goods, in public'and privaiLe services-.

and -in management methods, but also ip attitudes and in the --

ways and means with which things are done in industrial and --

commercial practices, as well as in socialogical relatiOnships.

.And, as a result, in the whole of the socio-economic structures.



c) The"only way of inducing necessary chamges and - -

transformations in developing countries is through innovation.

And innovation is only'possible if there is u new un-

derstanding"iand " understanding the new ".

d) With the present state of scientific and technolo-

gical development, and in particular, considering the impact

that " new " computer sCience and technology has in any pro-

cess of development, it is necessary for developing countries

not only to have a high and extensive capacity to uriderstand

the exogenously originated compater related science and tech

nology, but also to strive to,establish certain amount of.en

dogenously created " new understanding " about the applica--

tionsthat computing technology should find in their processes

. of development.

e. Sound policies for both requirements can be imple-

mented, when it becomes generally recognized that innovation

jncludes inventions which is the creation of fdeas and their

reduction to practice. . .

innovation, thus, consists in the rational bringing 7

of inventions Into widespread and useful utilization.

fl A last, but not least, consideration is to realize
41111.

that.the best mechanism for the intrOduction of inriovation



is what has come to be known. as "compiling ".

Coupling is the complex mechanisrn through which an -

.effective and active dialogue between the originators and the

-users of inventions takes place.

-

1.i.2. General local characteristics-

..

ille great vartety of degrees of development among non-

industrialized countries,-makes it extremely4difficult to es-

tablish a set of " universal*" chbracteristics from which - -

sound recommendations for a programme to strenghten interna--

tional co-operation and to encourage the use of computer scien.

.ce and technology for development, could be set forth. -

But as natural, any attempt to estalblish them ( even -

if it turns out to be a partially inadequate or incomplete --

effort ) can always serve a useful purpose.

. a. An important stumbling block in any effort to encou

rage a rational and scientifically formulated use of computer

and data processing science and technology for the accelera--

tion of the process of development, is the fragmentary ( even

inexistent in some cases ) degree of definition of the major-

objectives of the national economic, social and cultural deve

lopment.

b. As a result, it is difficult for developing coun- OD

tries to establish well-balanced, finanCially feasible and -7



rationally implemented and coordinated plans ( encompassing

governmental, paragovernmental and private needs ) for the-

acquisition, installation, utilization, up-grading and chan

geover of compLiting and data processing facilities.

c..A major consideration is also that, in general, -

a very high " social " cost is attathed to the installation

of every computing system, as compared with what is true for

economically advanced countries.

.This " social " cost f.s a result not only.of the un-

favorable rates of exChange between local currencies and --.

the foreign currenCies in which these equipments have:t1D-he

paid, but also in the priorities in the utilization of - --

" hard " divisas and, perhaps more ciucial, in the fact that

labor costs are still much lower than those in advanced coun

tries: whichsat least partiallyshave served some of the ma-

Inufacturers for establishing the rental and purchase prices

of computing and data processing gear..

This last fact makes it much more difficult to justi

fy a relatively substantial expenditure in this kind of --

.equipment.( even if clearly defined objectives and tasks in

favor of their installation and use for development are es-

tablithed ) vis a vis the cost of realizing many of them

with manual help of qualified and semi-qualified personnel-

whose trainning has been started, in many cases, since very

feWyears back.



j.i.3. The average degree of inneficiency in the utilize--

tion of computing and data processing systems is higher --

than that found in advanced countries. The subutilization-

and misutilization of these equipments is a factor of great

importance in diminishing their impact on the process of -

. development.

Some of the most important.factors related to this-

phenomenon are listed in the following paragraphs.

4.i.4. Developing countries wishing to3 get ahead in compu-

ter science and technology fidd'themselves *gripping not on

ly with the two classical problems or hardware and soft --

ware but also with two extra ones which the author has bapt

ized as Nard-softkware apc! soft-hardware.

a

115. The hard-software problem consists mainly in the im

possibility of understanding:of " debugging n , and of in-.-

..troducing.adequate or needed modifications in the software

( operating systems, compiler translators, utility routi--.

nes:application oriented packages, etc. ) provided by the

local representatives of manufacturers.
111.

This is mainly due to three factors: the lack



of knowledge and sophistication from the part of the user's

personnel, an even worse lack of deep and operational know-

ledge about these items from the part of the manufacturer's

*local branchespersonnel, and the sales oriented ".once-ins

tailed, once-forgotten " attitude that in general, these --

vendor's branches have to resort.to as a result of their --

-own situatiOn within developing countries.

4..6. The soft-hardware con'sists-in_ihe numerous and va

tied interfaces and auxiliary cusOm-made equipment that de

veloping countries should be technically capable to develop

in order to up-grade already installed computing gear with-

more recent pieces of equipment.

Some related considerations are pertinent:

As.natural, amortization ( in real terms ) of data--

processing syttemS, takes a longer perlaid in these countries

than it takes in advanced ones. As a result,in many instan-

ces it could be much better for a " second generation insta

ilation ".to. be able to design and buiid interfaces for, let

us say,'connecting to it modern conversational or remote - -

batch stations, then to spend the signincant quantities in-

-icaved in shifting to a " third generation " system with all

the costly burden of reprogramming, retraining and increase-
.

in costs.

Unfortunately. the great majorit of develop-



.ing countries find themselves without the proper personnel

and techniques for the development of these interfaces and

of the auxiliary equipment, because design and construction

of digital electronic equipment is usually an area grossly

neglected in their high=- education and technologi:al ins-

titutions.

The end results is that in these countries the real-

governing factor in the decisionn to purchase or rent a com

puter system and in establishing the " turn-over " of data'

processing equipment is the Lgresiveness and drive from --

the sales forces of the manufacturers.

4.1..7.This last condition is aggravated by the:lack-

of experienced enough people which could help in elaborat-

ing sound and sober evaluations of different available - -

eviipments and rational judgements about their most desire

ble or useful utilization.

1.1.8 The scarcity, ol próperly- trained personnel ex-.

tends ( in some cases representing quite an acute problem)

to every one of the areas related with the installation --

and utilization of the computing systems.

Ali develop-ing countries experience dramatic short -

ages not only in programmers and systems analysts and de--



signers, but elso'in maintenance technicians, in operators,

in managers of data-processing centers, and even in techni-

cians with the necessary training and experience.to secure-

sound air-conditioning:systems and trouble-free electrical-

installations.

2. THE RESULTS ALREADY OBTAINED

i.2..l. In spite of the lack of specific-and properly de

z&N.4
fined goals and plans 01 the use of computers for their de-

velopment, some non-industrialLzed.countries have made subs

tantial advapces in using these equipments properly.

is2.2. In these countries, the number of computers ins-

talled goes from zero to roughly i per 200,000 inhabitants:

( In economically advalced countries this index runs from t

per 50,000 to : per ,:.Tn inhabitants ). The distribution -

of these systems amon9 areas of application ( business and-

commercial, engineering and scientific, education and train

ing, military and.defence ), is fairly similar to that ob--

served in advanced-countries. The reason is that the loca;-

agencies of vendors follow, in general, the patterns known-

for the countries of origin. The slightly relative larger -

percentage of computer systems devoted to business, commer-
s OW

cial-and clerical applications in-developin countrTeY7

1/



a reflection of their weakness in then- use in engineering

and scientific work, their slowness in utilizing computers

in education and training, and their alm6st non existent

( fortunately ) computer based military and defence re
.

search.

.

In any event, an idea of.in how an incipient stage --

the utilization of computers is in developing countries.--

.can be derived from the facethat'a rough world-wide avera

ge in automatic computing capacity can be set in about 2 - .

to 3 operations per second 01:cgoita, while not even the-

most advanced among the developing countries reaches an --

average above 9.5. operations per second uer cgoita, ( In-

advanced countries this index runs as high as 20 to 30 ope

rations/inhabitant ).

J.2.3. The adviinces reached in some of the developing -

countries can be summarized in the following way:

a. The majority of these countries have insta--

lled coTputers of varying capacities in some of their higt

er learning institutions.

ID'. This has provided the basis for the integre-

tion of small, selected groups of advanced students and --

progressive professionals, which have beeri-exposed to, and

are utilizing extensively an4 intensively, -

.19



the computing Machinery and technology. Nowadays, these groups

'are acting as triggering factors for more and better computer-

installations. But in general, there is still a long stretch--

to be covered until the large majorities of students become --

conversant with the variety .of computer applications.

c. The upper bracket of the industrial, commercial' and -

4z services enterprises of a substantial part of these countries;

have installed or are in the process of installing, computer -

systems.
,

And even in those cases where these enterprises are owned

by,- or .r.e branches of, larger fo:eign consortiums, the use of

automatic data processing systems has initiated a revolution -

in management attitudes and techniques.

d. There is, in almost all of the developing countries

a strong tendency to increase the use of computers in govern--

ment operations.

The extent of the benefits derived from this fact will --

undoubtedly be of extieme importance.

The ( stfll slow ) evolution in the tax structures, in

the handling of population files, in:better allocation of fi

nancial resources, in more rational control of foreign divisas,_ -
in more efficient methods for the transportation and distribu-

_



tion of consumer goods,'in the scientific location of plants

and urban developments, in aCcurate scirveys of natural resour

ces, is already having a revolutionary imOact in the transfor

.mations required for development.

e. In the field of international cooperation, deve

loping countries have also made substantial progresses. As na

turai, a large percentage of.theirinternational activities -

is polarized towards those, from:the economically advanced --

.countri6, which are very active in Computer science and tech

nology. But exchange among them has been increasing along the

last 5-6 years, and relations with active international or-

ganizatims ( IF1F, IFAC, ISIS ( previously FID ), etc. ) - -

have been also 'steadily increasing.

f. During the last 5 - 6 years, it has also been no-

ticeable the sharp increase in the number of foreign experts-

from advanced countries which travel, visit, advice or teach-

in developing countries.

UNESCO has been an importanr factor in fostering this --

stream of expertise and, as can.easily been constatated, it -

.

has proven quite an important factor in raising the technical

level of utilization of computer and data-processing gear.

g. Last, but not least, comes theadvances made in.-

the high level training of selected personnel in tiniver - -



sities and research centers of advanced countries. As it is

well known, this is a very necessary and convenient policu

even if it involves the high risk of losing a substantial -

amount of the students, which remain in the recipient:coun-

try for large periods, and even for ever.

As it is proven by the statistics published by the

most advanced countries, the absolute figures of undergra--

duates who travel for the specific-purpose of obtaining aca

demic degrees or high-level training in reputable institu--

-tions of the advanced countriesin Computing Sciences has -

increased more than ten-fold in the last 8 years, probably-

. surpassing today the figure of 600.

1.2.4. Summiriy up, it is anyway necessary to po.int -

out that there is a broad gamma of " degrees of achievements

to the encountered. As the definition of " developing coun-
.

tri " itself is so-loose as to encompass from Poland to So-

livia and Paraguay, and fram Mexico to New Guinea and Cey--

Ion, it is only natural to find out Countries where no com-

puting systems has been installed as yet and countries -

where a substantial activity in computer science and techno

Aogy is under current development.

Logically, this is a major difficulty in the design

I I



. S

and implementation of a world-wide program through which the

.United.Nations could play a significant Tole in furthering -

'the efforts of developing countries for the application of -

computer technology to development.
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1.3 PROBLEM'AREAS

1.3.1.As it is evident, the previous material includes

references to several of the problems which the use of com--

puting and data processing equipment poses to developing - -

countries. Anyway, and for the sake of easier reference, the

following order would be kept in the followlog comments.about

these subjects:
_-

a. Educational and training.

b. Assesment and decisional.

c. Installation and operation.

d. Up-grading, betterment and changeover-of comput

ng gear.

.e. Software acquisition and consulting services.

f. Financial and social implications.

.1.3.2: Educational ind training

a. As it.is known; there are more than 4000 univer

sities and high-learning institutions all over-
.

. the world.....The total registration in these

tutions surpasses the figure of 16 million stu-

dents.

The total number of these institutions which are

equipped with computing and data processIng sys-

tems falls somewhere between 800 .and 1000.



As natural, the largest-part of them are institutions

established in economically advanced countries.

If an estimation is made about the number of students

exposed to computer science and technology within high-lear

.ning institutions in developing countries, it is evident --

that the figure is extremely low. Not only because of the -

small percentage of universWes possesing computing equip-

ment, but also because of the more limited percentage of "-

the total'students population hich is reached, and gets in-
.

terested, and the relatively modest capacity of the insta--

lled equ:pment.

1.3-.3.As a result of these circumstances and of the -

scarcity of top-level professors and instructors, a subs- -

tantial number Of the computing centers.mithin these uni -

versities have fatally fostered the creation of m elites m-

and small groups of technicians, which after some time -

might even have a negative influence ir the dissemination

.of widespread knowledge and use of data processing facili--

1111,

ties and techniques.

in a scientific and technological field as diver--

:--sified and as rapidly envolving as this progress and deve-

lopment depends largely on securing.massive affluence of --

.people interested in-the applications of computers in all -

r



and every one-of their actual and potential fields of inte-

rest.

1.3.4. This is more so, when there is a special inte-

rest in the application of computers to economic and social

development, as it is well known _that the degree of depen--

dance of these computer applications on data-gathering, ade

quate surveys,'automatic statistical data reduction, etc.,-
.

-

grows exponentially as we move from scientific and enginee-

ring applications, to business-,--eronomical, social and psy-

chological applications.

And the securing of p-ropermputer-oriented informa

tion capturing networks and artifices, depends largely in the

existence of si:zable numbers of researcheg, project leaders,

manbgers, advanced students, etc., with a sound knowledge -

about data-processing equipment capabilities and techniques.

1.3.5. One of the problems in this area is, thus, to -

establish methods.and introduce the necessary changes in pro

grams and curricula, to-expose as many students from pre - -

university level ( that is from ages 12'or 13 to ages 17 to-

19 ) as possible, to the potehtialities of computing equip--

ment and techniques even if not enouch, or even'no coMouters

at all, are available 'for providing the highly desirable



hands-on experience.

To achieve this, developing countries should resort -

more and more to the actual and future relatively cheap mo-

dels of programmable desk calculators.

The advantages to be derived from a vigorous program-
.

_along these lines are not only those represented by the dy-

nami-c pressure and intelectual unrest that these students -

will carry on to their future professional schools, but al--

so because of the enormously high rate of drop-outs so,c4ia--

racteristic of developing countries.

_These numerous groups of drop-outs will easily find bettAr-

rewarded and best fitted ( to the impending world they will

have to live in ) jobs, and at the same time, will be more

evolutionary factors than the groups of' in-the-work trained

technicians, programmers and systems analysts, so painfuly-
iociay

and costly traineein the still scarce computer installations.
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1.3.6. A parallel and equally. urgent problem in developing

countries, is the problem of adult education and training in cora

puter technology. As natural., these probleam are more acute in

these countries, which for so long have been.deprived. of the po-

ssibil.ities of turning out well educated and technically equipped
-

people.

These countries-have few, or relatively few, educated ped--

ple around whom the complex programs necessary for.the effective

and rational applications of computers to development_cuu4-d be -

built.

In order to cope with this problem,.it wIll be necessary -.

. for these countries.to modify the traditional idea of formal edu

cation finishing at the age of 20 to.24, and to organize educa---

tional and training programs for engineers, economists, sociolo-

gists, psycologists, educators, etc., to become conversant with

the capabilities of computing equipment and with the possibili-

--ties they entrain for .their respective fields of activities.

Gr:aat imagination shoLad be exercised for the estapiish--

.ment of these programs, and there is no doubt that internatio--

nal organization like the'United Nations could play a leading -

-

role in.the promotion of the development of training material

in records ( similai to those quite successful for the teaching

of natural languages ) (I) in video-tapes, for:audio-visual and



closed-circuit television teaching, by mail, etc., etc.

1.3.7. Another problem related with training and educat;on

is the difficulty of getting top-level foreign experts and pro-

fessors for long enough periods for their visits.to be really

constructive and formative.

There is i little doubt about the advailtages of having lo-

calyesident-profes.sorsteach,ing in adequately equipped and staf-

fed centers established in developing countries, as compared with

the. sendVng of ( necessarily ) small numbers of students to cen-

ters established in advanced countries.

_The most obvious aavantage is the possibility of surround'

ing thesP experts and professors with suitable amounts of native

students, versus-the possibi!ity of attrition caused by the loss

of some of the under-graduate students sent to pursue graduate -

studies abroad.

Another advntage is the possibility for the visiting eX-

pert to organize, in paralel with his ;caching assignments, one

or more, modest research ald development projects through which

(1). The Latin American Institute for information and Computing-

Sciences (ILACIC), ,Ps currently developing such recorded courses

in FORTRAN, COBOL, and ALGOL:to be recol..declin Spanish and Por-



the students around him could derive additional knowledge, ex-

perience and research-and-development-oriented habits.

One more, is the opportunity they have to enter in con--

tact with ihe computing and data processing community at large,

and the pOssibility of thus enlarging the scope of his techno-
.

.logy transfering capabilities.

Another one, is the contribution that these relatively -

long teaching as-signments ( less than 3 modths are not very

commendable ) make to the. very needed academic mobility 1--in -

high learning institutions from both, the advanced and the de-

veloping countries ) and to the increase of intelectual-permea

bility of developing countries.

The moseimportant of the potential disadvantages is the

lack of explicit guides and methods about how to get prepared-

tor these visits. Experience has repeteadly shown that, in ge-
.

nera% it takes from 2 to 3 months of the expert's time to get

his natiye students and colliborators " geared-in " the subject

matter-and methodology he is supposed to teach. And this has -

been true, even in cases whei-e there is not a language iyarrier.

1.3.8. From all che " problem areas " which could be -

brought up in relation with education, the most important one-

IF 4PPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS TO DEVELOPMENT IS OUR CONCERN, is

the lack of adequate departments and schools in which the appro

piate, " mission-oriented" curriculum and syllabuses exists.



There'is not doubt about how much more effective and ra-.

"pid the implementation of good measures for development would-

be in developing countries if, at the same time the " what to-

do ". is taught and made explicit, the ' how.to do rt if is mas-

tered and practically tested. But unfortunately, and generally

. speaking again, developing colintries do not have within their

high-learning institutions, Programs and curricula flexible --

and varied enough to produce the req0red " development engi--

neers ", simultaneously conversant with the disciplines and -- .

techniques necessary for conduct:ng research in, and planning

for, development, and with coqiuters and their applications to

social and economic development.

Even where Computing Sciences Departments have been

tiated, the strongest tendency is to copy the corresponding --

programs implemented in institutions frt.= advanced countries -

which, is general, are very strong and complete, but rather --

(and it is ,understable ) specialized and narrow.-
Such types of curricula are the most advisable'for these

latter countries not only because they have a relatively large

number of computers, but also because in them it is quite easy

to in.tegrate groups of multidisciplinar7 -§T.r-oups whenever_:-.



the need for Planning and implementation of a complex problem

( like economic and social development ) is tackled. It is also

advisable, becauie these countries have flexible educational-

systems in which the students can get credits from quite a wide

spectrum of interdisciplinary departments while, generally --

speaking, in developing countries the educational system are-

c- much more " department-oriented-" and inclusive, and .scholar-

'mobility is more restricted.

1.3.9. An additional probl'em in the educational area is

the scarcity of good electronic departments or, at least, of-

good intensive and comprehensive,courses on digital electronics.

As it is well known, a satisfactory and useful utilization

of computers depends heavily in the availability not only of-

top-notch maintenance technicians but also in the possib;lities

of up-grading existing equipment through inter-facins to them

more modern pieces of machinery and even matching together in

an interconnecte4 system, different types and brands of elec-

tronic computing systems.

The vigorous fostering of good schools and/or intensive

courses for the enablement of professionals for thesatasks, is

also an important problem area in the educational systems-of de

veloping countries.



As it is logical, it implies not only the problem orpro

viding good teachers and instructors but'also.modern laboratory

'and workshop equipment and components. And even more, when es-

tablishing these nuclei, it is necessary also to keep in mind-

that it is not enough for them to be capable of instilling - -

good practice, as good practice alone will ce,rtainly not be --

t-

good practice in few years cime, mainly because computers them

selves are in an almost explosive rate of development. but al-

so to develop research and development capabilities in them.

1.3.10. The same consideration are true about the import

ant field of data.communications.

In tihis field, some of the developing countries factl a -

rather awkward position as they might have brand-new. modern -

micro-wave and carrier communications between different cities.

within their territories, while suffering out-moded and unre--

liable voice-grade-networks within their urban centers.

In addition, the production of qualified engineers and -

technicians in-these fields leaves.also much to be desired, --

mairily when the hilh-rate, high-reliability-needs posed by - -

data communication are faced.

1.3.11. Own last important area, is .the lack of scholar

materral, of good multi-lingual glossaries.and of efficient --

.and well-organized information and documentation ceriters.



I.3.12..-References will be made, at this stage,- to.Mo

-.bile Computer Centers and to 'some experiences gotten from -
.

them.

-.a. As it.is knOwn, for several years a." mobile

computer center. " was utilized by the author in Mexico as -

-an educational device with the purpose of creating, at pro-

vincial universicies, groups of local people interested in-

pursuing the development of.computing activities at their -

respective localities. The aim was, in short, to create; ;n

novation triccerinc groups " through " coupling " between ex

perts from the parent Computing Center and the local groups.

A small digital computer and portable ar2log com

puter were mounted in a truck, and an extensive program was-

implemented, teaching to professors, to undergraduate advan-

ced students and to selected persons from the locai govern-- -

mental agencies, industries, commercial and service enterpri

ses. etc. .

b. The intensive training and the hand-on experien

ce given during the two-weeks intensive courses met, without

exception, wit1.1 an enthusiastic response. The spectrum of -7

problems of real, immediate interest proposed by attendants

wai almost always larger and more intelectually simulating -

than that usually found in the conventional courses taught

regularly at the university Olere the medium and large-scale



computers were installed.

The experiences derived seem to.demonstrate that once

the interest was aroused ( in general through-trips made by

'persons two.to three weeks before the arrival of. the " mobi

le.computer center ) the attendants usually displayed mo-re

ingenuity and demonstrated more.interest and responsibility

than in those cases where the students felt that the compu-

ter gear was permanently established and within the " reach

of their hands ". . .

tt was also consistently observed that the rate at --

which the -more hetereogenous- groups of students learnt. -

was 'higher than in the conventional courses held at the per

manent computers center. One reason.for this, was probably-

that professor's and students were mixed and taught together,,

with emulation strong among them.

Two*added factors seemed tO be also la:portant for -

reaching these results: The first one, was the special psy-

cological atmosphere created by the certainty about the -

" loosing " of th comp1ter after a two to three weeks pe-7.
,

riod. The second one, seemed to be both, the better conditions

.under which the instructors sent along with the equipments

used to works.( as the detachment of.their.usually heavy sche

dule back at home gave them ample time to-give personal ...-

.attention to relatively high numbers of students. attending
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the mobile courses), and the.fact of having the traveling com

puters exclusively devoted to.the course, without any other -

. commitment or processes going on concurrently.

c. The main disadvantages encountered were the fol-
.

lowing: The first, was the dwindling away of the.interest and

the enthusiasm, once the Mobile Computing Center moved to its

next scheduled assignment. The secondbytas-tAe

brain drain " provoked by tHe moving of the best of the stu--

dents from the mobile courses, to_the parent Computing Center

and their final settling down in the main city, in-spite of -

the varied methods put in practi=e to encourage them to go --

back to the cities and Univcrs:ties they were originally work

ing for.

As an' incentive for keeping up the interest ofi the-

trained groups, free-time in the medium and large-scale com
puters installed at the parent computing center was offered.-

--This imposed the necessity of giving training in more than --

oné computer and of establishing an assortment of communicl___

tion-channels.

The experienced derived during these years proved -

how difficult would be to developing countries to establish

remote-access terminals linked".to a central computer. In gene

ral the communications networks in these countries are-- para

doxically - very old, and the state of conservation' is poor..



This is generaljy explained by political and econo-

-mic reasons, as the ( usualiy foreign ) coMpanies which have-

hold the cOncessions for these public services are reluctant-

to make the large' investments necessary to modernize the det-
-.

. . .

works and, at the same tiem, to cope with the investments re-

quired by the extensions called for by the increasing demand,

-fearing the understable popular pressures for the transfering
".

of ownership of public services to state-controlled companies.

Further investigation, pointed out the fact that --.

. the situation tends to be even worse for in-the-city networks

voice-grade networks ) as they -tend to be even less modern-
.: t...
,than carrier or microwave links recently-established between-

-

d. The usefulness of Mobile Computer.Centers for.--

.the creation of " technology poles " which could become acti-

ve factors in the development of computer and data processing'

sciences, depends on several factors.

i. The first of them is that the geographical and -

-organizational structure of the deVeloping.country should--

lend itself to the use of such-a techn;que. In the case of Me

when the Mobile Computer Center was launched, .only the

two largest high-learning institutions had'eomputing centers,

-.cities.

and both of them are located at the capital of the country. in the



-..rest of the 59 universities and high-learning institutes of

this country, every degree of awareness about computers and

their applications could be found. Six years after the Mobr

le Courses-were launched. five more.of the universities

.have installed computers.

-The most important ones among these institutions were

the ones selected for the periodic visits of the Mobile Com

-puter Center. All ofthem are cOnnected with the capital city

by good highways and by telephonic lines. Two of them were-

connected also via carrier channels.

ii. The second factor is to have the possibil-ity and-

financial resources to equip the truck., a portable digital-

computer to mount on it and the capability to cover the

operating costs.

iii. The third factor -and probably the most critical

one - is to have a minimum of available experidnced instruc

tors,.professors and maintenance technicians. Acid .in-addi--

tion,- it should be possible to be in a position to spare --

enough of their time, not only for the travels themselves -

but also for the preparation of the teaching materials of -

the exercises, etc., etc.

A fourth factor, is to have a large-scale additio

nal computer which could support the activities of the dif-

.ferent trained groups, once the mobile computer moves to an
-

other city.
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v. One additional fadtor, is to be able to devise an

effective way of discouraging the permanent migration of -

the best of the provincial stUdents.towards the parent com

puter center. And of giving them continued technical aild -

..scientific support until it. becomes possible for the local

group to install their.own computer. .

, The parent computing center can help the local groups'

in this last respect: by alliowing them free time in his 7-

large scale computer ( which they could charge for ) to --

their local customers. In some instinces, and when the.lo-

cal group ha's become teChnically _strong, they succeed in -

building a host of users that could eventually support

their oval installation, leaving ample time for the scien-
,

tific and technical activities of the promotinc groups.

e. If mobile computer centers are to be used for

the speCific purpose of fostering the application of com

puters system to economic and social development, it would

be neCessary to put special emphasis not only in the proper

integration of the local groups ( which will have to include

economists, sociologists, applied mathematicians, etc. )-
1

but also in reinforcing and enlarging the teaching, groups

and the materials which should be taught.--

g..In addition, the purpose should be also-more

encompissing, as it.will have to have as an objective the

creation of a group working in the intersection of both



areas,. computer science and.technoiogy and planning and ma-
.

.naging of development.

If possible,-the efforts should simultaneously

strive for.obtaining the implementation of suitable curricu

.1i at the local high-learning institution, for a more regu-

lar.and professional production of well-rtrained computer-
.. .

oriented specialists :in development science and engineering.

h. A last remark seems to be pertinent, and that-

is, to point out that the concept of " mobile computer cen-

ters " can be extended and modified to " mobile." national-

and international group carefully integrated experts, by' -

'professors and by advanced students from advanced and 1-.1evr.-

loping countries, which could visit reputable and solid com

puting centers established in developing countries ( if, na

turally, they are interested in pron.4ting the applications-

of computers to econorpic and social development ifor periods

of 3 to 6 months and.with the specific purpose of developing

the necessary hybrid groups.Not all the members of the ".mo

bile " groups have to be simultaneousiy in the recipient
4.zenc,

center, as they could be conven.iently spreaeto cover a care,

fully drawn program.

This possibility will be taken over again in the-

second part of tills paper, where some suggestions about ihe-

possible role of the United Nations in this field are pre-:-'

sented. It is sufficient, now, to mention at this stase that .._,
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a proper and careful preVious preparation for these type of

intensive and multidisciplinary " mobile " sets of courses-
,-

wouldbe much more necessary.than in the case of the visit-

of one single expert.

The recipient computing center will have to be --

prepared'to assemble the indispensable group, pooling toge-

ther.all and every one of the necessary talents, experiences

. and backgrounds. This js not an easy task, even in capital-

-cities-of developing countri.es; it is even more difficult,'

at provincial cities from these countries.

1.3.13. Another problem'area in developing coun--

.-. tries, is the difficulty tO diver.t undergraduate advanced -

students from.engineering, chemtstry, physics, mathematics,

economics, Sociology, etc., to new fields as in the case of

'Computing Stiences.

This problem, ori'ginated in the relatively rigid-

structure of curricula and in the lack of interdepartamental

academic mobility, makes it difficult to convince advanced-

-students which hive taken 5, 6 or 7 semes.ters of.enginedrinc,.

of economic or of any other conventional curriculum, to_go7. __-

abroad to.pursue graduate studentS in Computing Sciences.

The most common pattern.then, is to 'find these --

students interested in learning about computers and their -

-applications to their particular field of interest, but not

in changing over completely to computing and data processing

G



if more flexibility would be allowed in getting

credits in a multidisciplinary,way, and if professional - -

( flexible ) careers ih Computing Sciences were to be esta-

blished in universities from developing countries, these --

drawbacks could be alleviated and .the indispensable groups,

professionally devoted to computing and data-processing - -

sciences; will be formed in a relatively si-,ort time.

1.3.14. Parallel programs for the training of com

petent auxiliary technical and administrative personnel -

which up to date are extremely scarce,.frircing senior 2..

perts to waste their time in the performance,of tasks usua-

lly confided to skilled personnel.

AND

p

L.346,The solutioh of many, of the preceding prob!ems re

lated to education will make it necessary to change the ty-

pical working conditions in high-learning institutions of -

developing countries.

It will be necessary to modify the common pattern.

. of a set of disjoint schools and departments, with faculties

integra:ad by poorly paid professors which only spend a - -

small fraction of time, barely enough for teachipg their --

classes to overpopulated ( so to 120 students classroom are

not quite an exception ).



The archaic structure, within which the teaching

of basic subjects is not centralized bUt.atomized and mul-

tiplied throughout almost every one of the departments and

schools, must leave its place to a more rational organize

tion,
Self-containtement and impeiviousness to communi

cations with others, will have to be abolished. The proli-

feration of underfinanced departments arid ti-;e useless mul-

tiplication of labor.and expenses will have to be changed-
.

by a true university reform.

And computing.activities.because of the interdis

ciplinarity of its very nature, will be a strong facto'r

( if properly managed and directed ) in helping these re--

forms to *come to fruction.

-1.4. problem areas. ( Financial asoects ).

1.4.1. The installation and utilization of --

computers is an activity that has many of the characteris-
.

tics of " big science " and many oftenly found in rredium -

and small-scaleescientific and t-Jchnological activities.

. As it is well known, it requires a relatively

high initial inveStment not only for the acquisition of the

equipments but also for the costs involved in the physical

installation and in the training of all the necessary per-
..

sonnel.
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On the other hand, once these first stages are sur-

passed, the explotation of the facilixies and the scientific-

and technical production derived from them, depends almost --

completely on mental power and the only limit it has is the -

ingenuity and the capabilities of.the personnel around them.

1.4.2. In spite of this, and speaking in general,--

it could be found that governments from developing countries-

rarely have a clearly defined policy to support the acquisi

tion of computer gear and for subsidizing the associated costs:

The main characteristic of resources allocated to -

the acquisition, installation, operation and up-grading of --.

computer installations, are.tbeir insufficiency and their lack

of regularity and stability.

There are instances, of the most costly computer --

systems been supplied by governaents, because of convincement,

of circumstancial relations of computer experts with govern--

mental officials or, simply because of reasons of prestige. -

But almost always, funds for operating costs and maintenance-

expenses, have been much harder.t-O-obtain.

It iS equally hard 03 get further funds for purchas

ing peripheral equipment. or routine supplies for the upkeep -

of the computing gear.

Progress has been made in sortie of the developing

countries rn thii respect and when this have,been done the

sults have been gratifying. In these cases, the collaboration
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of kcal and foreign experts with governmental officials, has

resulted not only in sensible selections of digital electronic

equipment but a;so in the integration of relatively powerful- .

centers with the concomitant higher rate of useful.utilization

and production.

An added advantage of making governments aware and-

respectful of the potentialities of computers and their appli

cations, and of securing thelr financial support for their --

purchase and installation, is their early interest in taking-

advantagc. of the investments they have made for the processing

of governmental administrative and technical problems.

L
1.4.3. Even less clear-cut policies can be found --

about th= financial support to the three most important prac-

tical applicatkns Of computers: automation, data communica--

tions and autom'ated Information and Documentation centers.

The most frequent attitude towards automation ( and

in this case-automation is taken in its widest sense, compri-

sing from administrative processeS automation, to automatic -

Control of static and dynamic, mechanisms from continous to-

discrete processes aild equipments ) is the superficTal- rejec-

'tion based in the, valid to certain extent, fear of provoking

massive underemployment.

The maintenance of this rejectiVe attitute throu0

qc .



long p.eriods "of time, will undoubtedly have disastrous effects

in the whole of the economic and Social development process, -

as the productivity of.these countries will forcibly-be more -

and more low and.their competitive status in industrial and --

services production will continously-deteriorate vis a vis the

advanced countries.

Up tr> now, little has been.done in the field of research-

and study of ? degrees of automation " commendable for develoo

countries..Because of this, it is not surprising td-flrid -

out developino countries which,.as an example, are heavily de-

pendent on the explotation of mineral ores and that precarious

ly maintain certain degree of competItiveness through mair!tain

ing extremely low levels of salaries. With proper guidance an.d

sufficient technical and .r.ientific advise, these countries --

could implement adequate " degrees of automation " in their --

mining activities which cOuld greatly increase the.prOductivi-

ty and/or the absolute volume of production, with a correspond

ing elevation in the standards of-living.

There is a little doubt about the urgent necessity -

of communicating the potential value of these applications.to-

todayls government decision makers. But as natural, an added -
a...

difficulty is that automation requires electrification and this

is frequently one-of the largest problems in developing countries.
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1.4.4. The second of these problem areas, that is, the one

related to data communication,.is closely tied with the problems

posed by the state of communications networks which have recei-

ved attention in preiious paragraphs.

As evident, this represents one of the crucial contradic--

. tion between the needs and the means of developing coUntries. -

While everything seems to point out the advantages which they -

could derive from utilizing central large scale computing sys

tems and remotely located terraTnals with adequate input-output-

terminals ( for real-time processing and proper use of multipro

gramming capabilities ), the real-possibiiities offered by the-
,- ..

existing communications networks are relatively poor.

1.4.5. A similar situatron exists, in the large majority -

of developing countries, in the field of automation of scienti-

fic and technical dozu-nentation centers.

As it is well known,-in some of these countries and mainly
SI

because of UNESCO's decisive efforts and continued assitance, -

good Documentation and -Information Centers are-functionin ( or

have functioned as, in very painful cases, they have been or --

destroynd, or left exposed to processes of financial starvation).

But even in those cases where these mostly needed centers
alp

have survived; little has been done to conyert them in advanced

centers for the utilization of.computer technology in the va--
-

ried operations which could be.advantageously automated.



As it is well known, it is -of. theVreatest-importance

that computer stientists and professionals who work in de-

veloping countries have as.much contact as possible with -

the works developed by scientists abroad. This allows- them

not. only to endure the poverty of_their local scientific -

milieu but also to keep abreast of latest 'developments in-

-all aspects of computing science and technology.

But generally speaking,.governments are not aware of-'

the benefits derived from such a familiarity with current-

publisher; material nor, consequently, they have well defi-

ned policies to gather:'sistematize and disseminate scien-

tifi-c-and technical information be it related to compUters

or related-to any other field of human knowledge. in the -

majority of developing countries scientific and technical-

libraries,.the tollections of periodicals show wide gaps -

that reflect the periodical absence of available funds.

1.4.6. 4,6(3d:ter of the problems related with the scar-

city of adequate fin-an Tal support is the problerr of inter

national exchange of experts, professors and advaced stu-

deriti to and from economically advanced countries and - --

among the developing countries themselves.

Their probjeri have several aspects andthe main'ones-

will be dealt with in the foliowina order!

i. Research and teaeling ap?ointements.

Sabbatica! leaves and joint appointments.

iii. Post-doctoral fellowships.
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v. Support of supra-national research and development

*projects which could be simultaneously utilized to

give in-depth training in specific subjects. .

Each one of these items would justify a severalpage-S.

*.study by itself. The scope of this paper imposes limitations

in the number and extension for the comments. The most import

ant ones are, to the best of the knowledge of the author, the

follOwing:

i. Research and teachinc acoointments.
011.

Foreign scienttsts and experts from advanced coun-

tries have played an impOrtant role in the implantation and-

progress of research and development groups in developing 111W ANS,

countries. As it has been pointed out before, such contribu-

tions, require long stay which must enjoy favorable conditions.

Experience has shown that short visits benefit only

mature scientists and thoroughly experienced experts, but --

they usually do not result in an effective training of new -

ones.
Unfortunately, there are many factors which prevent

those long stays to take place. The most important are: the-

lack of funds to establish attractive offers to foreign pro-

fessors; the lack of encouragement and seniority recognition

given

,

by the universities they pertain to for these appoint-

ments; the incredible amount of difficulties from the.part -
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of institutions from developing countries to allow foreign pro-

fessors and experts to occupy permanent positions; some even mo

re incredible restrictions in salaries, which make it very hard

to hire them unless they are paid by anyone of the international

organizations. It is not infrecuent, in.addition., to find-that-

--aTm-i-nistrators and responsible government officials show such a

lack of support and such an unsympathetic behavior, that they -

discOurage tfle enthusiastic Incliaation from many foreign cort;p11

ter experts-to actively cooperate in helping the developing -.-

countries.

...

41. Sabbatical leaves and IOTnt 2000intMents

Awong the possible programs which could be launched OM

under the sponsorship of the United Nations, one of the most --

promising is to bu.ild-up and keep a dynamic register of every -

scientistic and expert in computinc scienCes and technoloes..-

and in their applications.to the planning, the impleT.entation -

.and the evaluation of econcmic and social development programs-.

and the dates end periods In which tney are entitled to, or are

intendine to have, sabbatical leaves.
S.

Having a corresponding catalogue of needs eld opPortu

nities opened-by interested institutions from developing coun--
%

. _ .

tries, the available scientists and experts could be informed -

about countries, projects and conditions among whitt they might

find it advisable to spend their sabbatical leaves.



As natural, those openings should constitute attrac-
.

tive offers if they are going to be competitive_in attracting-
. .

the high-level scien.tists and professors. And the conditions -

which make an offer of this ndture attractive include not only

an adequate economic compensation, but also the availability -

of good equipment, of a number of knowledgable, fairly ddvance

v.students, the existence .of stable and permanent posrtions and-.

favorable inconvenient, the security of obtaining confortable-

and adequate living quarters for them and their families, etc.,

etc.
And for securing all these conditions, it is necessaz/-

to overcome all the. difficulties described in the r..;recedinc

Paragraph.-

Even more difficult to *solve, are the problems posed by

" joint appoiniments " under which scientists, professors and/

or experts from institutions pertaining to both, advanced an6..

developing countries, are enabled to spend a few months in -

each otherginstitutior5each year.

In addition to all the problems already mentioned as

affecting computr and development experts from advanced coun-

tries, there.are those affecting their counterparts from deve-

loping countries.

As it is well known, sci.entists, irofessors and ex--

perts workin-g in these latter countries have to hold more than



one job to earn a living. Truly- full-time positions are scar-

ce, and delays-of weeks and even months in making salary pay-

ments, high rates of inflation, custs in budgets allocated to

research and development projectslsalary freezes and the possi

bility of losing the support of all powerful cliques that some

timesTiold the decision and administrative power, make it ve-

ry difficult for them to have any confidence iri" " full-time"-

positions.

"This condition tend to make it almost impossible for -

many of these persons to take advantage of fellowships and --

grants to travel abroad. A situation that is further worsened

by the meagerness oF locally aiLiceted funds for these purpo-

ses and even for the participation in seminars, workshops or

meetings organized in the home country or abroad..

iii. Post-doctoral feilowshios.

Almost every one of the financial difficulties des

cribed in the previous paragraphs, are valid for explaining-

the hampering of liberal policies concerning fellowships - -

granted to individuals which having obtafned master and doc-

tor's degrees in foreign univiersities, to work in e.tveloped

countri s in advance research and development projects rela-

ted to applications of computers to economisocial and cul

tural development.
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.The.scarcity of funds, the financial personal problems

of the native experts and in many'cases. the specter of the -

brain7drain ( which to a large extend also has a financiai ba

sis, as it is caused not only by the better economic position

offered to scientists from developing countries, but also by-

the possibilities of having access to larger and more sophis-

ttcally computing systems,.to specialized new equipment and -

to a richer wealth of latest information ) often tends to pro

duce a policy of closed doors, which does not allow nor youn,-;

people to get their oraduate training abroad, nor young ex- -

perts the opportunity to work on his own in novel applicatios

of compUters and gain confidence in himself.

it would be necessary, in order to promote applications.
40

of computer sciences and technolocy'deveTopment, to organize-

a suitably financed program to overcome ell of these problems.

These fundsshould be readily accessible, should cover a wide-

spectrum of potential proposals and shouTd allow for a diver-

sity of activities from the part of indivicdual applicants.

At the same time, if it is not to be met With ill-will

and resistance from the part of many of the de-eloping coun

tries, should involve a certain degree of secucity about the-

Teturntng of the appliCant to his home country.

iv. Scholarshios for craduate students:

Again, almost all of the previously discussed ir,.am
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dial problems, are pertifent in the case of programs for gradua-
.

te students development through scholarships to pursue graduate-

works.at home and/or at advanced countries.

One added-problem, not exactly within the scope of finan--
. .

.cial ones, is the erroneous policy pursuediin general,regarding-

the search of suitable candidates to fill all available openings

offered by foreign governments, international bOdies and local -

patrons or incipient governmental and private foundations.

This policy,.that is one of the reasons why less than 40%.-

of the available scholarships are utilized in developing coun-

tries, is the policy of limiting the searching action to the -

7-- 7i1fixing of posters, inserting small notes in the local newspa--

pers and/or passin-a short radio and T.V. spots about then.

A sensible policy should call for an active and acgressive

" scouting "policy through which an active inspection and super

viSion of aood and promising students would be kept at least - -

along the two last years ( or the 3 to 4 last semesters ' of eve

ry one of -the professional careers.

*The final aim would be to enstire that every interested and

deserving student would come out from the professional school

( bachelor's degree ) knowing where he is going, with whom he
-

will be working, which languace should he master, under which

.111. AN,

MD. IM1

conditions will he be traveling and staying abroad for a period-
ha 7

of 3 to 5 years arid uhere and how woulebe coming back if he - -

54
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succeeds.

Without this ldng-range planning, the.students would con-

tinue, to be frustrated fight.ing against the thick jungle of -

bureaLoratic procedures; of last-minute language profficiency

examinations; ,of applications and granting of visas, permits,

paper validations, etc., arrangements, etc., etc.

v. Support of suPra-national oroiects

4110

. The organization o'f this kind of projects, which would-

be a sort of-high-level, specialized and in-depth workchops - ONO

would serve many purposes. Among others, probably the most im--

portant would be to give the opportunitypf giving groupi of ex

perts from developing countries to concentrate efforts :n the -

identification and study of common problems and genera! charac-

teristics of underdevelopment and about the programs to overco-

me it.

In spite of its porsntial value, very little financial:

support is generally allocated from .the part of the correspond-

ing governments, probably because of the lack of confidence in-

the results coming out from efforts of joint groups of experts-

or technicians cominc from countries comparable in status, to -

.their own one.

This attitude and lack of interest aFtd, as a result, of -

.*the indispensable funds, is a major factor in explaining not cn

ly the relatively small progress in regional studies and the al

-most nihil cooperation ( at the supra-natiOnal level ) for the-
-

application Pf computer to integrated ( regional ) develoPent-

45
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but also the fact that the best and better dccumented studies

about underdevelopment and possibilities of development in al

most all of'these areas around the world, haye been written -

and published by.scientists and experts from advanced countries.

1.4.7. Summing up, it can be.said that a solid progress

of computer applications to every aspect of social, economic-

R- and cultural development depends heavaly, in developing coun-
..

tries, nbt only in the appropiation of the minimum of finan--

cial resources Indispensable rent or lease the r-aces-

,sary equipment, not only in the funding of the installadon

and operating costs, not only in the granting of enough feilow

ships and shCoIarships but, to a farge extent, in the establish

ment of conzinued and stable-In-the-long-term economic and fi

nancial conditions for both, the computer installations invol

ved and the individual scientists, experts and technicia^s --

without whom thoSe installations'are almost useless.

.1.4.8. Some.consideration will be given to the financial

aspects of-the activitie-s of manufacturers in develnping coun-

tries. While undoubtedly their usually vigorous sales activi--

ties constitute effective ways of disseminating awareness about

computers ar their applicationsitoit is also true that in de-

velopin§ cou_tries their attitude toward the development of --

computer related research and development tends to be rahter-

superficial.
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While manufacturer'become important fac.tors in giving

the initial impulse to training and education, they also can

act as deterrements of the convenient coordination of all --

computer-oriented people and of all the computer installations

because of their Sales practices and the projection of their

particular, interests and rivalries upon the personnel of the

different coMputing centers.

With very:few exceptions,-it'is almost impossible to -

find out programs of financial support of research and deve-

lopment centers ( even if entirely dedicated to the field of

computer' pplications ) comparable oo those supported by the

1
aanufacturers in their home countries.

Even in tbose cases where support for studies abroad -

has been given to deserving students, the main purpose has -

been to strenghten their sales force more than to foster the

advancemen of computer applications.

In the majority of cases when computing equipment has-

been donated it has been because 1.1rivate foundations have co
6

veredvthem theli- cost.

But there are reasons to believe that in the'near futu

re, manufacturers will be more sympathetic to cooperate with

programs sponsored by international organizations, because -

the announced " unbundIing " of their services.( separation-

of monthly rentals, of charges for education and technical

-57
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assistance and of Cost of maintenance ) will increase the costs

Of installation and consequently, at least in cleveloping coun--

t s, this will probably tend to reduce the already meager mar

kets, Well coordinated plans involving manufacturers contribu

tions could help in alleviating these costs, mainly in.the train

ing and education and in software implementation and development.

This last area is a rather important one, not only becau-

se of the conditions describ'ed when hard-software." problem

were discussed, but also because ;;:any of the " packages " and

il problem-oriented canned routinez " ( like " payrolt-"," in

ventory control ", etc. ) are seldom usabl4 without extensive -

adaptions, which is also one of the Impor.ant diffic..11ties that

developing countries experiment for taking proper advantage Of-

t

the growing number of software packages available from speciali

zed enterprises of advanced countries..

.5.* Problem Areas. ( Assessment and decisional )

1.5.1. The problems posed b7 the evaluation of compu

ter systems and by the decision to purchase, lease or rent the-'

most odequate of these sys.ems, are rather difficult in ueveloo

ihg countries.

As natural, che main problem is the lack Of truly, -

.experienced experts in the varied aspects '1?/Irich have to be con-

sidered when assesing and deciding abc;ut one among the host of-

computer systems. These problemsLwhich a/so exist in economica
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Ily advanced countriet)iare more critical in developing coun

tries because in them it is almost impostible to assemble --

groups of experts in hardware, in software and in communica-

tions ( if modern third generation systems are considered ).

1 2. The end result of this situation is that the --

real factors in the adoption of these decisions, are the sa-

lesmen of the local agencies of the manufacturers whom ( even

when, as it is true in many cases, try their best in favor -

of the potential customer ) usually have also very limited -

experience and have been exposed only to biased and incomple

to ii.formation. Moreover, salesmen are trained by their em--

plo;-ers in sales tecnniques and never in the three or four -

quasi-formal techniques which have been slowly arisin3 for

he establishment of objective and unbiased comparisons of -

computer sstems.

To make things worse and as can b%,. easily constatated,

in mary of the developing countries only one, or very few of the -

the manufacturerssoffer their pruaucts.

infor.nation about the rest of the manufacturers, ard -

0out different types of computing-systems, is almost inexis

tent; and when known, it is restricted to a handful of dis--

.persed.individuals which have been in foreign advaneidTcoun-

tries, have attended international or national meetings at -

. 59,
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developed countries and/or have kept themselves aware of new

developments through systemitic study of specialized periodi

cal publications.

1.5.3. The utilization of foreign experts as decision-

factors, or as complement of local groups of experts, has --

been slowly increasing. Nevertheless, it has not became a --

cormon practice because; as it has repeatedely been realized,

a foreign expert is logically restricted to base his analpits

and adopt his decision strictly on the evaluation of the

racteristics, prices and qualities predicated on the diffe--

rent pieces of equipme:,t and their corresponding sofcware-,

but beins severely limited in tha possibilities of ta'<ing in

to account the characteristics and peculiar ties of the jobs

and applications the system is meant for, the experience and

backgroJnd of the personnel it will be surrounded with and -

the real suoport and service that the user can expect to re-

ceive from the manufacturers.

1.5.4. This is clearly an area in which international-

bod;es and associations can help developing countries.

Up to now, 1FIP has played an important ro1e-4ven if -

indirect - in this area. Its contribution has been indirect,

because it has been centered mainly in four activittes:

a. The organization of the International IFIP

Congresses.
b. The organization of th e six-months long In



ternational Seminars on Automatic Data Processing.

c. The fostering of the creation of National Com

puting and Data Processing professional societies.

d. The publication of several proceedings of spe

cialized internaiional seminars and meetings, gathered around

specific important topics of the computer and data processing

sciences.

There is a little doubt about the very important con--

tribution which any of the internetional bodies or organize--

tions could play, if they organize groups of experts and tech

nicians ( with solid " curricula-vitae " and with experiences

about countries, about conditions and in applications, similar

io those the applicant developing country is facing ), in orde.

to give them proper advise and train their personnel in availa

ble techniques for the an3lIsis and evaluation of computing -

systems.

. This last condition ( the necessity to provide advi- -

sors, with experiences gained in countries and condition; --

as close as possible to those to be worked on ), becomes even

more important if applications of computers to economic and -

social developments is to be considered, as.this.is a case in

which the evaluated computer systems should be considered - -

against vastly different.needs ( if development oradvanced -
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Countries is compared with the varied gamma of problems - -

which developing countries.face ).

1..5.5. Another way of helping 'these purposes, would-

be to organize an Information Unit which could provide ade-

..quate written Information, in the necessary languages, for-

giving the local respOnsible people the best.known-to-date7

techniques for the adoption of these decisions.

1.5.6. A natural development of these ideas, would -

be For such an information Unit, to extend its action intc'..

the research and investigation about the best of the metho-

dologies extending it in scope ( as compared with the

ing ones ) to cover " performance against needed jobs " by-

second versus third generation systems and, in ,:he ye.ars

come, by " n-m " generation system versus the " n " ( last)

generation, as it will be likely to bp a great advantage in

prices and conditions when " de..nier cri de la mode " equip

ment is not utiiiked.

1.6. Problem areas. ( Installation and oeration ).

.1.6,1. As it has been pointed out previously,-

these are tasks which, despite the more or less formalized-
. .

approach the manufacturers have utilized, represent quite a

problem in.many of the developing countries.

In general the provision of adequate environ7-

mental characteristics for computing systems turns out to -
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be not:an easy problem. In partiCular the air conditioning

systems design and installation is put in the hands of sn-

terprises which at most, have experience in office buildings

and in homes air conditioning. Their usual task has always

been to install off-the-shelf small equipments usually de-

sign on the basis of " latent heat " and not as it should

- be in the case of computer room installations, on the ba--

sis of " sensible heat ".

Another drawback is that the technicians utilize ---

tables, graphs and curves usually designed for sea-level -

conditions, without making the necessary corrections in the

computing of BTU's disipated nor in the needed capacity of

locally fabricated ducts, to be compatible with foreign --

made compresors, fans, etc.

It is not unfrequent that the end result is to have

installations not working for periods as long as 5 or 6 -'

months; to induce damages in some p,teces of the equipment-

and to .5:.read around the notion that.a computer installa--

tion is something of extreme difficulty even before it co-
. S.

mes to the utilization ofYcomputing systems.

1.6:2. Problems of similar nature are encountered -

in the.area of the provision of electrical power.

In many of the developing countries, the power dis-

tribuion networks are outmoded and very old. In many ca--

ses 'these public servi.ces have been for years ( or still -
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a're ) concessions held by private coapmnies which have not -

considered to be in the best of their 'interests to modernize

and update the installed distribution metworks and, at the -

same time, to make the investments necessary to keep up with

the increase in the demand.

In addition, many of these netmorks have been set up-
.

...for frequencies different to those for which the computing -

systems have been designed, making it necessary for some of

the users to buy, or to build locally., frequency converters.-

equipped with costly voltage regulation devices.

The frequent failures in providling power ( 1 or 2 fai

,
lures per day would not be too much cd7,a surprise ) and in -

providing stable power which does notbeyond all permissible

limits sat up by the manufacturers, has began to influence -

.the Programming techniques and the war operating systems of-

the third-generation systems are used-

It is not uncommon to find out :that, in several of --

the developing countries, it is not easy to find the experti

se for the proper solution of these nather specialized insta

llation problem.

1.6.3. Among the installation problems, it is logical

to consider the.physical testing and the ".mise au point " of

the most important items of the softwame, namely, monitors, -



exe,cutive routines or operating systems, compiler translators,

the set of the mathematical and statistical routines, etc.,

etc.
As it is well known, this has always represented a - -

tough problem because of the very poor documentation provided

and because, in general, the system and sales personnel of --

the manufacturers do have even less practical experience in -

these items and chores, than 'ti-e user's personnel.

And as natural, in these countries it is not possible-

to rally experienced technicians from some other installat:on

as is the case in economically advanced countries where

dreds, and even thousands, of computers are '

Because of this, it is not unlikely to find many of the

computer installations still programming in asser-bling langua

ges, after many frustrating attempts to make compilers trans-

lators to wonk.

1.6.4. User's groups are of very little assistance in-

these problems, because they are, or non existant, or very --

small gatherings of 5 or 6 users of comparable models.

And this is another worthwhile contiibution which in--

ternational bodies or professional societies could make in --

these countries, fostering the integration -of Comouter User's

Grour.ps, instead of model or brand users associations ( as -

there are many.cases in wbich there is only one user of cer
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tain moe31 ,- brand of ::omputer ).

1.7. Problem areas. ( Uo-cirdijia, betterment and chance-

over of com-.)utino dear ).

1.7.1. These are very tough problems, with many fa

cets and about which it is quite difficult to establish clear--

cut, Leneral policies. The up-grading of existing equipment - -

_(at least from second-generation, transistorized machines on )

seems to be. one of the possible approaches developing countries

could follow. As it is natural, for economically advanced ,:oun-

tries there are even advantoc;es in completely changing over - -

theiT computing systems aftera or 4 years of utilizat-ion-: Or -

at least, when third-ger'eration " compatible " machines from fa

milies or series of models are concerned, to shifc to one of --

the models of the upper brackets.

On the contrary, in developing countries this might

not be an advisable trend ( even if up to now it is the domi- -

nant trend because the bare reality is that the real decisive -

factor i deciding a changeover from one model to any other, or

from one brand to another, is the aggressiveness and salesman--

ship of the manufacturers personnel ) because the amortizat:on-

period for the total investment ( purchase or rentals, local --

conditioning, training of personnel, softWare and specific Pro-

'16
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gra{ris development, etc., etc. ) is necessarily larger than in

the former countries. And this is true in both, real financial

terms and in " social cnst ".

Even a superficial analysis ot the pertinent legisla--

tion in developing countries will show the!: the most common -

trait i..i to assign a 10-years period of amortizatIon-to-thls-

equipments.

On the other hand, there is a real danger for develop-

ing countries of falling back even more dramatically in te:.h-

nological and scientific progress, as their equipment grow:.- -

older and older and, what is worse, more and more isnlat-be

cause of the sharply diminishing number of machines of those-

models installed all over the world.

This danger wou.ld be less acute if.the Following condi

tions could be fulfilled:

1.- If developing countries keep a substantial -

number of these " prior to the last " generation machines in-

operation.
2.- If effective internatilnal networt:s of users

of these machines could be set up, and the indispensable acti

ve interelationshipS and exchange among the members of such -
SO

networks can be established and maintained.

3.- If enough expertise and technical advise.can

be given, or develped locally, to design and manufacture the

necessary interfaces to eventually covert single-computer ins



tallation, in well balanced, :lowerful multicomputer installa-

tions, capable of servinp ( if necessary ) collections of on-

line remote terminals.

1.7.2. As it is well known, large-scale second-genera-

tion computers ( 7090, 7094, 1604, 901, 601, ?DP], :tc. ) can

be converted not only in " on-line terminals 1 serving compu-

ters " but even, if it becomes convenient or uteful, in time-

sharing syste":.. These conversions are greatly facilitated if

small computers with interrupt facilities could intercon-

necved with the large scale ones, acting as message switching

devices, and/or if massive randc-eccess storages ( disks, --

erums, etc. ) can be interfaced with the small or the .large

computers.

1.7.3. lf this is done, the cost of e powerful insta

llation Can b t least a.-1 order of magnitude lower than If it

is decided to c.o directly to one of the third-gene.-ation sys-

tems, mainly bet:ause the computers can be purchased in IC% to

30% of their orial Co-st, which is at most, 30% to 40% of -

the cost of an equivalent third-generation system. With the -

added advantages of haNting faster central processor units, as

they usually are fixed-word, built-in.-parallel computers, The

cost of reprogramming and building of the software will also-

be lower.
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.1.7.4. As a counterpart,.the mast likely problems the

users would probably face, is the growing scarcity of certain

number of the components employed, and an also growing reluc

tance from the part of the manufacturers to take over the --

maintenance of the ( most.likely by then multi-brand ) compu

'ter sysnms.

The first of these digadvantages is a relatively -

tough one, if it is.considered tha.t the relatively few tran-
,

sistor factories established in developing countries are - -

mainly producing audio components and wary few produce power

transist.rs. The szme situation exists in relation to diodes,

capacitors and even resistors as the quality leaves muc. to-

be desired and 5% tolerance quality is not even fabricated in

many of these countries.

Nevertheless, a well thought pracram, supported by --

the prestige of an interna`ional body as the United Nations-

and maintained under their sponsorship and control through a

small Executive group Lppointed ( and with their full_Lack.;nc)....

by the U.N., has very great possibilities of securing the ma

nufacturers support in components and sE...are:.-parts, f.r a pe-

riod of 5 to 10 years.

The second cf the disadvantages n, less serious, :Is -

it has been proven that developing countries are perFectly
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capable, if the proper educational and training assitance

is given, to integrate excellent and meliable groups of -

maintenance technicians.

1.7.5. The cost advantages of these approa--

Lhes should be, anyway, carefully evailwated vis a vis the

possibility of a low5iing in the cost cuff certain parts of-

the hardware and the certainty of an iimcrease in the total

cost of the operation of a computing Twstem.- ( as an effect

of the-a unbundling " policy followedy the manufacturers).

1.7.6. Up to now, reference has been made to

up-grz:ding and betterment of existing Mnstallations and -

about the integration of new " cheap ' installations.

.
But as natural, there wirll be many cases In-

which changeover to sophistic3zed third generation systes

has been already made, or would be adwisable.

In these cases, what has been said about -

assesment and decisions is completely valid.

1.8. Problem areas ( Software accuisItion and

consulting services 1.

1.8.1. These are prdblems which arii, again

generally speaking, beginning in develdping countries. as-
_

it is natural, the software up to now provided by the menu

facturers is not included in this category, It is mainly-

^
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the commercially developed and marketed software, and similar

consulting services, which will be considered.

1.8.2. As it is well known, it has been predLted

that the most recent trends followed by the manufacturers - -

which'have chosen to separate ( cost-wise ) the provision of-

hardware, software, and probably training, will cause an un--

precedent flourishing in the market for software, specialized

packages, custom-ma6e programs, and consulting and training -

services.
As usual, there will be a parallel development -

(4

of high-eNality, serious groups andosimultaneously,nelf-de--

clared ex3erts which have nor the talent nor the experience -

'to really contribute something worthwhile to thair unfortuna-

te customers.
In developing countries, both developmencs will-

take place in the midst of a fiercc struggle against local --

agencies of scientifically and financially powerful software-

and consulting enterprises from foreign.advanced countries. -

These agencies could have a substantial success in the deve--

lopment of specialized software and of custom-made programs,-

but very little in the transplanting of " packages " developed

in their home offices, as past experiences.had shown that the

peculiarities of organizations from develop.ing countries are-

important enough to prevent a successful direct trasplanting-

of these packages.
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1.8.5. The final result of all these considera--

tions will be, very.likely, an increase in the tocal operat

ing coSts of computing equipments in developing countries.

There is not any reason to hope that the apotegm

valid for the acquisition of capital and durable consumer -

goods equipments, will not be true also in this: As it is -

known, a large'percentoge of,these.equipments cost-10%, 15%

and ev n more than their original cost in the advanced.coun

tries where they are fr,bricated. And there is every reaCn-

to believe that this will be the case with foreign software

developments and consulting services.

.
This will be partially balanced by the highest -

quality and more extensive experience that supposedely will

back-up those serviCes.

1.8.4. As it is evident, this will be a very - -

fruitful and worthwhHe field.for an !iction from internatio

nal bodies', not.only helping and assisting in the develop--

ment of high-quality local groups, but also for the Integra

tion of non-profit multi-nation groups of experts Integra--

ted on a voluntary basis, which could offer consulting and-

software development services on a conditional bas'is: that-

eaCh one of the projects they would be serving in, should --

simultaneously serve two purposes;a3 intensive high-level -
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mission.oriented research project,and as an educational tool

for the training of carefully selected local experts.

1.8.5. Another activity in this same direction

will be for a United Nations sponsored group to create a - -

-Software Library in which the collection of programs, trans-

lators, operating systems, etc., etc., from every country --

( if they have been properly debugged and documented ) and -

for evry brand of computer, for their provision to the inte

rest users a a nominal cost established to cover the ope--

rating costs of the group and the cost of a regular loose- -

leaf secondary publication in which information about the ac

tual.content of the Library, would be disseminated.

A relatively easy way to integrate such a library

would be to ask from every member state to state to every -

one of the manufacturers and ,oftware development enterpri-

ses wishing to market their servicei within their territory

to deposit one properly documented copy of the products - -

they, intend to market, In a National Repository affiliated-

to the Software Library Group.

The commer6ial status of those enterprises will-

be only slightly impaired, as any user obtaining the pro- -
SD

ducts from the Software Library will do so at his own risk*

add most probably would still be interested in contracting

the originator for its implementation.
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As logical, only reputable and eligible users would 1)6

allowed.to draw from the International Software Library and -

even then, after giving proper assurances about the use they-

will make.of the product, mainly when copyrights are attached

to these products.

.

.1.9. Problem areas. ( Financial and Social imolications)

1.9.1. Many of the financial problem associated -
e 1.

with applications of computer technolosy sciences to develop-

.ment,hove already been dealt with, or will be dealt with in-

the rest of thi's paper.

Nevertheless, one suggestion might be opportune at

thiS stage.
'The suggestion would be for the United Nations to-

sponsor the integration of a C.wmon Fund .from which develop--

ing countries could get long-term loans for the acquisition -

of computng equipment and the installation-at-large(1), of -

computing centers whose main activity .would be connected with

the supporting and data processing of-tasks directly.ralated-

with economic and social develop!iient.

The paying back of these loans could be, up to certain

percentage of.the lent quantity, throuch the provision of - -

(1) Id est the installation comprising air conditioninglpower

provision, etc.,



expert, advisors or teachers, in fieRds where they might

have qualified personnel and experience and related with-

the same purposes.

As an example, if a developing.cOunt.ry borrows.- -

()Is. 100,000.00 from the Common Fund,, it will have the --

Tight to refund up to Dls. 40,o0o.p.,., providing experts,-

professors.and advisors which the Riaalli could utilize

other developing countries.'

( This was a concept which worked nicely at natio--

nal level, for a short period, as an extension of the Mo-

bile Computing Center organized by the author in Mexico ).

.
An extensive treatment of the social im

- -plications whi,ch the intensive use oF computers in all

'sorts of applications, and in special for economic and so

cial development, will require a paper larger than the

present one.

Emphasis will be made, anyhow. In scme of the more

importc,t'points:

. a. Computers rank among the best of the " tec.71

nology-transferring " devices.

b. They are also one of the best means for - -

coupling for innovation.

C. They will.have a tremendous' impact in.the -

'revoluti.on of the educational structure of developing court

trieS. This revolution will be more dramaticand multifa-

cetic than in advanced countries.
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d. The big problem of " who will command " the-

power of the computers, will also have a eicher and more -

vaeied impact and social connotations in developing coun--

tries.
e. They will cause unemployment, but in diffe--

rent social strata than in the advanced countries.

f. They will have a tremendous effect in the re

examination of current socio-econcmic theories, by the - -

bare fact of their dissemindtion and multiplication.

, Once the main social problem begin to be the or

ganization of the leisure time of human beings, and not the

organization of working time of human beings, current - - -

" isms " would experience also a profund revision.

g. Computing, and its three main practical appli

cations: automation, information management and retrieval,:

and.data communications will have intermingling effects. -

Each one of them deserves a complete study by itself.

h. Automation in particular, poses extremely in

teresting.and challenging scientific,'technical, financial

social, economic, psychological, behavioral and academic -

probiems to developing countries. If social and economic -

development is our concern, this is probably one of the most

( if not the most ) important aspect of the utiization of

computers for these purposes.

i. The intensive and extensive utilization of -



MM.

i:

computers at universities, high-learmiing institutions and re-

search centers, both in natural and rm social sciencies. is -

already changing the creative habits of scientists and resear

ches from developing countries.

Before the computer zppears, the monographic, descrip-

tive and overia'estAcca with " erudition 'flotype of research,is -

the most common and favored.

After tome.years of exposition .
to computer technology,

a substantial cl-,ange takes place and dhe more incisive, quan-
.

. titative'and objecti've type or re5earch ( and researéhes )

-5in to appear.

This, and similar changes in patterns of behavior in -

many of the social strata and groups, are not only triggered- -

but viOrously pushed forward by the mere.utillzation of com-

puting technology..

.j.. And this is or.e example of how much.computing sys--

tems and their applications can contribute to development - -

through their powerful impact in cher4ing attitudes and mental

patterns amlong their users. Expansion Us therrInaturally com-

plementediand the cycle of development bv human beings cen be

'completed with its natural Aond part . development for human-



A'scheme for. International action

2.1. Computer installations, wl-,en properly managed,

.count among the most powerful " technique transfering "

ces.
." Technique ", in this context, would be any set of'

.procedures for the material transformation of goods or for the

scientific transformation of methodologies or procedures.

." Technical progress ", is a result of.the transfer

iag of techniques and consists in a more economic anaor a mo-

re efficient organization of productibn or management processes.

Whenever a computer. installation Us managed not ;vith

restricted purposes ( as can be the case in advanced countries

where there'are hundreds and even thousands of installed coi-rpu

1

ters ) but with a much wider variety of objectives and appl,ica

tions and w:th the purpose:of maximizing its " technique trans

ferring " function, a very rapid technical prcress takes pla-.

ce through the dissemination of new techniques of management -

sciences, of operbtions research of multvariace statistics,-

of automatic control theory, of informatior; retrieval and many .

.

others, which bcfore the active support from the computing cen

ter were, to a large extent, only academic developments to be-

read about.

2.2.;Because of this, and taking into accooni the basic

is-



mechanisms of development
described in the introduction, it

is only logical that any program of international or regio-

nal scope,should be oriented to the fundamental objectives-

of maximizing the.rate of " coupling " and of innovation at

the functional
level, and of maximizing the transferring

of

techniques, at the operationarlevel.

2.3. When the particglar
fjeld of the applications -

of computers to economic ond social development is envisaged,

the fulifilment
of these objectives meets with several major

difficulties:
the imrrecise concept of " development ", the

diversit/ in the stages of planning fOr development
and the

variety among the objectives set forth for the formulation-

,

...of the corresponding plans.

As natueal, a programle to foster the
applications -

of computers ahd data-processing
machinery to economic and-

social development
has to have two main aspects: one of a -

general. nature,,valid
for every country and for any stage -

of_ planning for development
and .the

other, of a more regio-

nal and even national nature, through which a decisive acce

leration of the whole of the process
could be achieved.

In thit way, the first aspect woul.d.te
devoted to.--

disSeminate'and
implement general knowledge

abou'tuseful 0-

and desirable computer techniques ( as statiCal data-reduc-



tion, popu.lation, files handling, information-retrieval - -

methods, natural resources perpetual inventories, etc., )

and the methodolo.gies indispensable'for computer selection,

: installation,.adaption, up-grading and operation.

The second aspect would be more " mission-oriented "

as it be largely governed by the regional and/or national -

set of conditions, relating to the particular objectives --

set forth by the economic arid social planning effort ( if -

in existance ) by the financial situation, by the particu

lar " state of the art " in computer utilization and by the

types of available educational institutions and personne:.

2.4. This clearly indicates that the United Naticns-

are probably tttle only international body that could launch-

such a programme. And even for the U. N., it will require -

the pooling together of the resources of all of its bran- -

ches ( UNESCO, which already has made very important contri

butions in these field. FAO, which has made several successFul

attemptc to utilize computers in natidnal and regional deve

lopment programmes; WHO, ILO. regional Economic Commissions,

etc.) and of many international organizations which have not

only made contributions but also have accOmulated invaluable

experiences bearing on these matters.
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First among these international organizations is -

IFIP, whose international congresses every 3 years have -

provided ocassions for numerous " couplings", and whose -

International Seminars are, up to now, the only activity-

of educational nature with a wide scope in attendance and

in curricula.

Also of substantial importance, are IFAC, lAG, -

( which is an IFIP affiliated organization ), ISIS ( for-

merly FID ), IFORS, the U.N. Computing Research Centre in

Bratislava ( Checoslovaquia ) and ICC ( which up to now -

has suffered from the lack of a sensible and clearly oef;

ned program which could appeal to existing and potential-

members, and has been largely subject to the " personal -

styles and wishes " of the succesive directors and as a -

result, has been languishing down without been able to --

make the important contribution which.its structure and -

objectives theorically called for ).

Wishing to make a constructive contribution,-

and at the risk of covering only in a partial way all of-

the possible ways and means through which the United Na-

tions ( and all the associated bodies they can rally-on-

for these'purposes), could make a decisive contributiOn

tat



to the utilization of computers and data-processing machinery

for development, the following scheme is. submitted.

*2.6. Organization

2.6.1. A network of Regional Computer and lnforma- .

tion Sciences Institutes appear to be an indispensable vehicle.

These Institutes or Centers would be organized tak-

ing into account the best of.the experiences derived from the

regional Economic Commissions add of UNESCO's regional groups

for Scieniific Assitance, but with the natural specific cha--

racteristics asked for by the sp.lcial nature of computer scien

ce and-technology, of computer education and applications and,

in specir.21, for an effective and rapid fostering and support-

_
of their applications to economic and social developments.

At the sme time, extreme care should be exercised to-

avoid the danger of creating a too bulky. rigid and complex -
/

administrative and operational structure, as computing sys-

actNities are characterized by the very large necessary

initial investments ( in e!ectroprc equipment, in programming

tasks, or in both ). And a profitable operation requires of -

an agile, responsive and administratively simple organization, .

. led by executives capable of developing and exercising a wide

and dai-ing initiative and staffed with pertonnel with rich --

experience and backgrounds, multidisciplihary in their way of



thinking and fully capable of promoting and selling the pur-

Poses and services of these Institutes.

Because of this, it.is strongly recommended to concei

:ve and organize the structure charged with the implementation

of these purposes ( whichever it would be ) based in a strict

cost-effectivenes criterium and with clearly defined deadli-

' nes for reaching subStantialhe self supported economic status.

Whichever this strUcture: centralized, regional or --

country wise oriented, the coreondine operational units -

'should receive only, from the United Nations or from any -

complex of contributing bodieS, two kinds of linancial sup-
,

ports: " seed money " to get established prorlerly and that -

will be only grrited once; and " triggering or promotion-orien

ted money " destined to support the initial chores.of major-

projects programmed with the developing-countries involved.-

These last funds could be allocated along 1 to 3 years, by 7

example.

If the'chosen st-e-Ucture happen to be the proposed one,

the Institutes should have the following minimum requirements:

r, To be capable of initiate and implement the pro

_posed and approved program.

ii. To be able to contribute either partially or -

in full, to the payment of foreign sciientists and expert sa-



iii. To be able, technically and financially, to -

come.to the rescue.of any worthwhile computing center, con-

tributing to developments, treatened by finanéial difficul-

ties.
These Institutes ( or Centers ) would NOT be grati -

-tuously equipped with computer nor data processing gear, -

*except in cases when locatedin countries where no access-

to adequate facilities could be iecured. Whenever it Proves

necessary for them to have a computing system, a feasibla-

plan for its financement should be worked out.

2.6.2. .The major responsabilities of these ins-

titutes would be:

to formulate the censsuses of installations,

of needs and of available personnel in every one of the - -

countries within their scope. ( it would not be advisable -

then, to assign a large number of countries to each one of

them ).
To take over the disseMination of informa-

tion and the coordination of relations among the different

countries, and the promotion and enlargement of existing -

and future activities of international bodies with interes

ted parties within the countries they encOMpass.

To organize the implementation of those of

these activities that have pioven to be Worthwhile ( e.g.the.



IF1P's International Seminars ) within their assigned regions

and in the appropiate languages-and with the necessary facili

.ties for the attendants to derive full benefits from such ac-

tivities.

..

iv. To take over.the development,'translation and -

editing in the appropiate languages of:

1.- Record, video-tape, radio, T.V., and mail cour

ses.
2.- Multi-lingual glossaries ana dictionaries.

3.- Selected books, brochures, etc.

Al! of these materials should be prepared for both,

adult education-and pre-university students ( 12 to 18 years

old ). The income deeived from these courses,through copy- -

rights could contribute to the financement of the network of

Institutes.

v. To organize the long-term visits, post-doctoral

assignments and sabbatical leaves of graduate students and -

experts and groups of experts and to.take full responsibIll-

ty for the assistance to the recipient centers in the neces-

sary previous stages of ' getting prepared " to receive these

visits.

vi. To organize the fla4 of gradu-ate and post-gra-

duate students, to advanced countries which will-take advan-

tage of the available fellowships. To actively promote the -



:'

granting and the creation of more felkmaships, including those

among developing countries.

'

Vii. To organize, in collaboralttion with existing sui-
-

table groups within their respective resions, of " work5hops

" mission-oriented " symposia, " s.ubjectt-.in-depth

and interdisciplinary meetings.

colloquia-

viii. To work with governmental! educational authorities

from all the countries within their scope, in order to esta- -

blish the most " universal " profession& career possible or.-

at least, a flexible " Development EngYmeering " degree, with-

fullett ilternational exchangeship possUble.

( Master in Sciences and Doctorel Degrees could later -

on be added in /the most adequate of the. 'countries from their -

respective regi.ons ).

NOTE: Appendix 1 includes an experimentml curriculum which the

Latin Amerfcan Institute for informaticm and Comoutina Scien--

ces has been developinsin collaboratiam educational institu--

tions from Mexico.

ix. To recommend to the Goverming Council of tha net.

works,. which of the institutions fnam dbeir respective regions

should receive computing equipment, under what conditions, and

*.

with wfiat extent of technical and sciemtifie assitance.

( Cf. Governinq Council)



x. To recommend to the Governing Council of the

networks, which institutions within their respective re-

.gions should receive research and.development equipment --

and teaching aids, for the training of designers of digital

.electronic devices ( in special, interfaces and peripheral

equipment ) and of high level maintenance experts ( conver

-sant.with components memorNs, inter-faces and enviromen-

tal equipments for computer installations )..

xl. To organize " communities of universities "-

within their regions which could undertake systematic ex-

changes of information and ideas, and set-up " mission-.

oriented " study and research groups for concrete tasks

within the Iene/ral fields of:

Study of the factors, mechanisms , methodolo

gies and management of development and its planning.

. 2.- Study of the phenomena and factors ( techno

.logical, economic, social, psychological, political and cul

tural ) which characterize different identifiable levels -

of underdevelopment.

3.- The set-up of the cOnceptual and operational

.
basis for.the new strategy ( computer oriented anA support

ed ) of planning and its implementation, for development,-

as well as for its management and periodic evaluation.



xii..The creation of " mobile class-rooms and/or

compUting centers " and of " mobile interdisciplinary - -

groups of experts " ( including foreign experts ) which -

. could conduct " research and study with hand's-on experien

1 ce " intensive ( " immersion " type ). courses, about the -

applications of computers to the most generarproblems of

planning for development ( pdpulation, ftles, natural 're-

sources perpetual inventories, model building, urban de--

velopment, preventive medicine planning. etc. )

xiii. To work with governmental', authorities within

their.respective regions, to establish the necessary stan

dards for equipments, for computer reTated consumer goods,

(cards, tapes, disks, etc..,) labor tasks, etc., in accor--

dance with the growing international hosts of standards -

adopted within the computing and data-processing field.

xiv, To organize and maint6in an Educational 7 -

Unit in which comprehensive courses would be taught on --

Systems Design. and Analysis, Building of Computer-models-

-for Development, 'advanced Programming techniques,'Design-

ahd Programming of Operative Ststem and. Computer Transla-

tors, Multivariate Statistical computer-orfented techni

ques; Data and Language structures, Design of Information

ProcessinOystems,'Sociopsychology of Oevelop.ment, Auto-

mation, and suitable concentration courses'on.related topics:



S.

. .

xv. To organize and operate, as part of 'the Educa-_

tional Unit, an Automated Documentation Center specialized in

.Economic and Social'Development, Planning for Development, -

.Methodologies for the implementation and Management of sur--

veys, programs and studies for development .and Information -

and Computer Sciences.

'xvi. To help in the definition and the organization

of supra-national ( and the corresponding national ) data- -

banks on the bio-sohere comprehending, anicmg others, files -

on data on outer-space, geographical ( reismic, orographic,-

natural resources, etc., ), we:ther prediction, oceanographic,

climatic, population ( dynamics and mobility ), capital goods

producing machinery ( machine-tools, etc., )4 animal species

mobility, etc., etc.'

NOTE: This network of'Automated Documentation Centers will -

distribute among themselves the necessary tasks far the : --

gathering, indexing, abstracting, etc., of the necessary li-
.

terature, and will_regularly exchange their wealth of infar-

lation in suitable form ( punched paper tape, magnetic tape-

or any other advisable medium ).: In this eay,'a substantial-

wealth of !nformation can be gathered in a relatively .1'horL-

-time. A.secondary publication about the inventories of infor

mation kept, will also be a cooperative effort..

2.7. It is strongly recommended to organize these Re-'

gional Institutes as:non-profit organizations but in such a-
..

laL.that 2.1p1 could become self-suoportino to a larce extent,



after periods not exceeding of I to lyears,

As an example of a possible arrangement, the necessary

initial budgets(" seed " and " triggering funds " ) could be-

underwritten in adequate percentages from a specially integre

-ted common fund ( to which the U.N..Special Fund, the World -

*Bank, the rest"of international and/or regional bankS devoted

to financement of development programs and the computer manu-

facturers could contribute ) and by contributions from the --

governments of the respective regions.

!fa three-years period to attain a self-supporting --

status is in principle considered, an arrangement suCh as the

.following.could,be established:

U.N. Promoted Governmental Own

. Special fund .contributions resources

... 1st year 70% 30%

2nd year sp% 40% 10%

3rd year 30% 50% 20%

4th year ... .60% 40%

'5th yw ... 40% 60%

.

Extreme care shouldtbe exercised in.the appointment of

the Directors of these Regional Institutes as they'should not
.4

only be knowledgeable about computing sciences and techniques

but also they must have substantial administrative experience:*
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2.8.." The own resources" from which the proposed

self-supporting percentages of the operating ( and steadi=

.ly increasing ) budgets could be derived from:

i. Sales of publications ( censsuses of insta

Ilations, multilingual glossaries, etc., ) from record -

video tape, radio, T.V. and mail.courses ) -

ii. Participation in the copyrights of publi-

cations, books Iranslated, etc.

iii. Registration fees to workshops, symposia,

colloquia, meetings, courses, etc.

iv. Honoraries derived from consulting and --

technical advising given.by theirpermaiient and "Mobile"

staff, to governmenta.l and private enterpriseS.from coun

tries within their r.espective regions...

Income derived from the operation of.tha,

Educational units.

vi. S.ales of services (micrdphotocopies,copies,

translations-, bibliographies, etc., ) given by their Auto

mated Documentation centers.

vii. Eventually, from computing services rende-

.red in economic and social development related tasks.

2.9. Direction and Manacement

The Scientific and Technical directives for .the

networks of Institutes could be conducted by Regional -



Consulting and Advisary Councils each one integrated b'y a

group of 5 to 10 distinguished experts in development, in

planning and in computer sciences nominated by UNESCO,FAO,

WHO and ILO, the U.N. Computing Research Center and other

U.N. agencies, plys the Directors of the Regional Economic

Institutes, by 2 to 3 representatives of the governments-

included in each of the respective.regions C whom could -

rotate in rigorous alphabetic order ) and by representati

ves of IFIP and ISIS ( perhaps of some other International

organizations ). These Regional Councils will *appoint, - -

among their members, two meffbers- of the International Con-

suiting Council.

The financial and administrative control of the pro

posed netWorks could be the responsibility of a Board of -

. Directors or Governing Council, integrated by members with

"vote and voice rights" (officials appointed by the U.N. -

by the contributing international banks and by the govern-

ments of developing countries, activeljt participating corF,-

puter manufacturers etc.).

Each one of these.two international Governing bodies
;

would elect among their members, a Permanent Secretariat -

which would act as an Integrated body when conducting thetr

respectivelbusiness between the- (sixmonths apart) General AsSem

blies. One of the.6io annual General Assemblies will be a-



Joint General Assembly, attended by both Governing Councils.

2.10. A sample of the decisions and programmes which

could be the responsibility of these Governing councils - -

(.offered only as an ilustration and not with a limitative-

or exhaustive criterium ) would be:

i. The coordination of the activities of the net

works of Regional Institutes.

ii. The formulation of catalogues of experts, - -

professors and high-level technicians contemplating sabbati

cal leaves, comparatively long vacation periods, leaves of-

absence, etc., and their matching with the catalogues of --

. needs contributed by the Regional Institutes.

This plan of distribution of experts, professors and

high-level technicians has been developed in great decái1,-

for Latin American countries, by the Latin American Institute

for Information and Computer Sciences (MAGIC ), but it - -

.will gladly pass it under the control of any U. N. sponsored

body for world-wide application if it is considered as a --

worthwhile project.

In generarterms, this plan offers these foreign ex-

perts a salary of Dls. 400.00 to Dls. 60G. 00 per month, for

persons wishing to devote 6 to 9 months of their sabbatical-

leave in the.recipient center of the developing country; -

01s. 600.00 to 01s.-800.00 per month, if the duration of the

stay goes from 9 to:12 months.
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In both cases, furnished adequate lodging is covered

also by the recipient center and, when necessary, the visit

ing expert is furnished with a vehicle for his daily trans-

portation.

The necessary funds can be covered, in different pro

portions, by interested international bodies, by local go-
.:

vernments and directly by the recipient center. In principle

it has been thought as feasible to ask the developing country

government to cover 60% of the expenses involved leaving,

25% and the cost of the lodging to the recipient center and

15% and the travel cost to the international supporti.mg,agen

Cy.
Following;the indispensable rules about the indispen-

sable program to " get prepared " for these visits, it has -

been envisaged that only those visits which could be prepa-

red 9 to 12 months before the expert's physical arrival to-

the developing country, will be sponsored and processed by-

the international agency.

During the period of preparation, a carefully drawn-

" job description " and a corresponding time-table of rela-

ted operationS has to be worked out between.the expert and-

the recipient center. An early definition of students,,tech

niciens, equipment, books and journals, etc., needed to fiji

fill the envisaged teaching and/or research and development



program has to be drawn by both parties.

The international sponsoring body reserves to itself

the right to supervise the preparatory stages, for both par

ties and to call off the arrangement if they do not progress

or do not ensure a successful development of the envisaged-

program.

iii. Integration of " mobile " multidisciplinary

research-teaching " groups of experts to undertake well -

defined dvelopment oriented projects of regional interest.

iv. Development of a program to enlist universities -

and high-learning institutes from economically advanced --

countries, in a cooperative project according to which they-

would allocate 5 to 10% of their teaching and research per

sonnet from Computing Centers, Departments of Information-

and Computing Sciencies, of Operations Research and Manage

ment Sciences, of Digital Electronics and Computer Design,

of Mathematical Economics of Regional Development, Beha-

vorial Sciencies and other related departments, to be put

at the disposal of developing countries ( through the Re-

gional Institutes ), for the helping to establish the -

Appropiati definition and implementation of their computer

oriented development programs and to increase the much --

needed academic mobility and the intelectual pemeeability

of developing countries.

:



v..Development of a program to convince computer

and perpheral equipment manufacturers to allocate a minimum

of 20 to 30% of the used systems and machines of the " pre-

vious to the last " generation, which are cOmpletely or - -

nearly completely amortized ( and which are usually destoy-

ed ), for their installation in deserving institutions from

.developing countries ( as per the recommendation submitted-

to the Governing councils by the Regional Institutions ).

vi. Development of a program to convince educatio

nal, research oriented, and non-profit organizations from -

economically advanced countries to donate, or lend or-Ilease

their discarded computing systems; research and development

equipments for digital electronics, advanced electronic - -

equipment, teaching aids, etc., to be also installed at de-

serving institutions from developing countries as previous-

ly approved by the Governmental Councils, acting on the re-

commendations proposed by the Regional Institutes.

These two last ?rograms have been envisaged by the.-

ILACIC, as the two parts of an Electronic"Tom Thumb Project"

in which the two seven-leagues boots will be: hardware and

experts.

vii. Assisting the Regional institutes in raising the

interest and rallying the governmental forces from developiqg



countries, for giving proper and strong enough support to

the acquisition and installation of computing gear and the

associated operating costs. Regional Institutes will pro-

vide, directly or through their foreign experts, the neces

sary advise and expertise for the proper selection, insta

nation and operation of the necessary machinery.

viii. To administer, enlarge and allocate the fi

nancial resources pooled together in the special fund - -

which the init,a1 financement of the Regional Institutes-

will be me

ix. P,anning the creation and development of - -

"technology poles " within developing countries which could

act as triggering factors " economic development poles ".

x. To'elaborate.a plan to faicilitate the custom

free and tax-free exportation and importatIon oF program-
.

mable desk caculatros, electronical digital computers,pro

grams and programming systems in cards, tapes or disks, -

peripheral equipments and component's, whenever they are -

meant for applications of computers to development.

Up to now, there are many countries which have an

inCredib.le amount of "red-tape" and custom taxes On all-

these products and which not having adhered to the Flo- .

rence convention give.them a.conventional treatment when

imported.



Vs)

2.1. A detailed organization chart and a project

of the necessary:budget, could be suimmitted for conside

ration in case it is considered a useful contribution.

The budget has.been worked for a sample Regional lnsti

tute and separately for the Permanent Joint.Secretailat

and the two Governing Councils.

.
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APPENDIX 1

Pro ect of Curriculum for Professional Career

leadinu to the deuree of " Develo rent Plannin

Engineer "
( México, 1968 )

1.- The proposed Curridulum has been devised keeping in mind

the author's experiences about the needs of developing coun-

tries in the fields of planning for development and in the -

utilization of electronic computers and of mathematical mo---

dels and techniques for the acceleration of the social and -

economic development.

2.- The curriculum is organized in 4 years ( or 8 six month-
)

terms ) and would lead to an Engineering degree in Develop--

ment, at the professional level. ( equivalent to a Bahcelor's

degree in the United States educational system ).

3.- Later on, curricula leading to Master'in Sciences and --

Doctoral ,degrees will be developed and implemented.

4.- The tletailed outlines.of the proposed courses have been-

worked out in Spanish. The 4 ( or 8 ) courses in Mathematics

and Computing Sciences, have been devised with the strong -

believe that all of the classical material comprehending Dif

ferential and Integral Calculus, Higher and Modern Algebra,

Differential Equations, Model building, Finite Mathematics,

etc., can be taught ( with great advantages ) simultaneously



with the teaching of symbol manipulation and information -

structures handling, algorithmic models and the design and -

building of programs, high level assembling languages, L. P.

and matrix manipulation codes, compilers and operating sys-

tems.

5.- A final dissertation will be required prior to the grant

ing of the professional degree.

6.- The approval to start this professional career ( from --

the Mexicc,n educational authorities ) is expected before Oc

tober 1969 as plans have been drawn to start it in the Fall of

1969.

,

jft



CAREER FOR DEVELOPMENT PLANNING ENGINEERING

Hs / wk

. First Year Theoret. Lab/Comtg. Ctr.

Mathematics and Computing Sciences 5 3 .

Physics 1

Governmental Organization and Control
Systems 1 3

General Theory of Ecology .3

Poli'tical Economy 3

Regional Sociology 3

introduction to Law and Legislation 2 ..

Natural Reources

Second Year

25 3

Mathematics and Computing Sciences 11 5

Physics 11 3

Statistical Methods 1

Governmental Organization and Con.trol
Systems 11 3

Human Ecology 3.

'Sociology 3.

3

re

402



General Theory of Planning

Third Year

Mathematics and Computing. Sciences III

Statistics Il

Design of Organization and Control Systems 3

Urban and Regional Planning

Infraestructure Public Works..

Public Services I

3

.23

Workshop on Economic and Social Planning

Fourth Year

Mathematics and Computing Sciences IV

Probability and MultiVariate Statistics 3

Design of Organization and Control Sys-
tems II

Integral Planning

Public Services II

Public Finances

2

3

19

Applied Cibernetics and General Systems
Theory

Workshop on Economic and Social Planning 2

9


